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Multiscale modeling of vascular system 

The level of details is low on the downstream domain, 
is high on the local portion of the vascular system 
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Our approach: 

 

• in the large vessels, blood flux and pressure are predicted at any point (1D) 

• in the small vessels, a relation between flux and pressure yields outflow boundary 

  conditions for the large vessels 

1: parental vessel,             a, b scale factors 

Bifurcation conditions:  



Equations for large vessels: 

• Inflow boundary condition (by MR) 

• Bifurcation conditions 

 

 

• Outflow boundary conditions 

 

 



A benchmark application: 

Malfunction of a saphenous  

valve 



A benchmark application: 

Malfunction of a saphenous  

valve 





A second application: Varying the geometrical setting of saphenofemoral junction district  







In order to achieve the full hemodynamic 

model, flow conditions (boundary data) 

must be implemented on the geometrical 

settings 

 

For all the settings, the pressure values 

obtained assuming hydrodynamic flow 

conditions (Poiseuille flow)   













A third application: Global optimization of the venous tree: max flow-min reflux 



Clinical case (O.U. Vascular Surgery, University Hospital, Ferrara): 

Female, 46 y.o., overweight, reflux in the high part of great saphenous vein,  

discharging in a collateral 



Let’s force the software to ligate the “guilty” branch 

there is still a high reflux in the saphena, the maximum drainage decreases 



Let’s leave the algorithm to choose which branch has to be ligated 

only a small reflux persists in the saphena (in an open shunt), the maximum 

drainage is essentially the same as in the previous case 



Perspectives: 

The mathematical modeling in biomechanics, particularly in vascular hemodynamics, 

reveals, in our opinion, to be a valuable tool supporting the clinical practice. 

 

In these slides we’ve reported some results concerning the modeling of the 

saphenofemoral junction’s district, both in physiologic and in pathologic conditions. 

 

We are presently looking to extend the modeling in order to include ascpects related to 

the dermis modification in phlebologic and lymphologic diseases. 

 

Thanks 


